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STUDY BY THE DISCO METHOD OF 
CRITICAL COMPONENTS OF A P.W.R. 

NORMAL FEEDWATER SYSTEM 

B. DUCHEHIN, H.J. de VILLENEUVE, F. VALLETTE 
and J.G. BRUNA 

The DISCO (Determination of Importance Sensitivity of Components) method 
objectif is to rank the components of a system in order to obtain the 
most important ones versus availability. This method uses the fault tree 
description of the system and the cut set technique. It ranks the compo
nents by ordering the importances attributed to each one. 

The DISCO method was applied to the study of the 900 KWe P.W.R. normal 
feedwater system with insufficient flow in steam generator. In order to 
take account of operating experience several data banks were used and 
the results compared. This study allowed us to determine the most criti
cal component (the Turbo-pumps) and to propose and quantify modifications 
of the system in order to improve its availability. 

1 -INTRODUCTION -
In many system studies about design, availability and safety, the 
knowledge of the less reliable components or actions is very important. 
Usually engineering judgment defines such Items but for complex systrns 
numerical studies are necessary. 

The DISCO (Determination of Importance Sensitivity of Components) method 
has been developped to ansv/er this problem. 

In the following we give first a brief survey of the methodology and of 
the associated computer code. Then we explain how we use the operating 
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experience data. Then we show on the example of a 900 HWe PWR steam 

generator insufficient flow, due to failure of normal feedwater system, 

how the system availability can be increased. 

2 -DISCO METHODOLOGY -

The DISCO method assumes that the system failure can be described by a 

fault-tree. It uses the cut set technique and determines the component 

importances. 

2.1. Unavailability function 

Once the undesired event is chosen and the consequent fault-tree is 

drawn, the unavailability function is written using the Poincaré formula 

n n n n n n 
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where C, is the failure probability of cut set 1 with r components v/hose 

simultaneous failure leads to system failure 

Ci - T T P< 
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p, being the unavailability of component i. 

2.2. Importances 

In order to rank the system components, an importance index is defined 

for. each component. Usually such indices are function of the total 

unavailability and of the component unavailability. Many studies have 

been made about the Importances (see for a review of this problem 

Lambert (1)). In our case we look for a straightforward and easy to handle 

Indices and we choose the linear 
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and the logarithmic importance 

. .'.dlog h dh p. P. I * . _ _ 1 = i _L 
'i dlog p i d P i h S 1 h 

It is easy to show that the first one is an absolute and the second one, 
a relative index. 

2.3. Systems with some stand-by components 
To study systems which contain stand-by and running components we decompose 
the system in sub-systems. We treat the sub-system with stand-by compo
nents by the Markov method and determine an overall index for that sub
system which is treated as a component in the further system study. 

2.4; Computer code 
A computer code using PLI language and list processing technique was 
written to deal with that problem. First it determines the cut-sets, then 
computes their unavailability and the unavailability of the system using 
Polncaré formula with one or three terms. Then it computes all the 
component importances and ranks the components. These calculations can be 
done either deterministic or v/ith confidence interval computed using 
Monte.Carlo technique. 

3 -USE OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE 
To be able to compute the functions defined in 2 we need data. These data 
can be extracted either from reliability data banks or from availability 
data banks. 

3.1; Reliability data banks 
As well known the reliability data banks give for each component 1 the 
failure rate XI, the repair rate \ i i and, assuming a log-normal distribu
tion, the associated error factor. For this study we use the "Recueil 
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Provisoire de données nucléaires" developped by CD.F. (2). For future 
studies we intend to use the results from S.R.D.F. 

3.2. Unavailability data banks 
To take account of the operating experience several data banks have been 
developped. They usually gives all the detected failures responsible for 
power decrease. Using these informations we define equivalent failure and 
repair rates, and associated error factor, by the following crude formulae 

A, = -I- (E.F.). •- 1 
1 T Ai 

2~ T •• 
j=l U 1 J 1 Xij max 

^ ^1 i "^i 

where N, is the total number of failures of component i during the mission 
time T. These crude data are then used like the data from reliability 
bank. 
For this study we used two sets of such data : first the data extracted 
from the "Recueil des Données d'Exploitation" (R.D.E.) for French reactor 
and its equivalent for U.S. reactors (3) ; second the data extracted from 
the FRADAR (4) for french reactors. 
4 - APPLICATION TO NORMAL FEEDWATER SYSTEM 
4.1. System description and limits 
A schematic description of the system studied is given in the following : 
The system startsat the suction of the feedwater pumps : just after the 
low pressure feedwater train and the line coming from the drain tank. 
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He have successively : 
- two 70 % turbo-pumps with their system of filter and flowmeter on each 
line. The possibility of by-pass before and after the pumps, exists. 
- feedwater turbo-pumps deliver feed water through the high pressure 
heaters to the steam generators. We compt four heaters, two by line, 
each line being able of 100 % capacity for a few days. 
- these two Tines join in a header (0 700 mm) which deli vers feedwater in 
three identical lines (0 600 mm) : one by steam-generator. The following 
essential components are supplied on each line : 

- two control valves, one for large flow rate, the other for 
low flow rate 

- the isolation valves associated upstream and down stream 
- two check valves, one outside containment, the other inside before 

input in the steam generator. 

4.2. Undesired event 
The undesired event was chosen to be insufficient flow in steam generator. 
We look for every component whose failure could be responsible for this 
event. We try to go, in component failure, as far as system drawings 
permitted. This first study leads us to the fault-tree of fig.l, where 
losanges mean an <?vent not fully dcvelopped. 

4.3. Data 
As said in 3 several data banks were used for this study. First, in the 
"Recueil Provisoire de Données Nucléaires" (2) we were able to find data 
(failure and repair rates, with error factors) for all the components of 
the fig. 1 fault-tree. But in the case of the unavailability banks 
(R.D.E. (3) and FRADAR (4)) this was not possible because such details 
does not appear in these banks. So we choose to combine informations (or 
leaves) and to draw a simplified tree adapted to each bank. In order to 
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make comparisons we deduced from those specific trees a synthesis tree 
(fig. 2) for which the data were reevaluated and combined. 

4.4. Results 
The results are shown in fig. 3 where the two indices are displaid. In 
our study the linear indices are all equal to one because the system is 
an all seriessystem. For the logarithmic or relative indices we represent 
for each component the deterministic value and the median.value with 
90 % confidence interval for the three data banks (reliability (2), R.D.E. 
(3) and FRADAR (4)). This figure shov/s that, if the result values change 
with data banks due to differences in failure and repair rates, the 
ranking is about the same whichever the data bank is. The most two impor
tant components, for the unavailability,are from the T.P.A., more 
precisely turbines and pump glands. 

The system unavailability varies also with data banks. The first part of 
table 1 shows that the results got from R.D.E. fs much lower than the one 
from the other two banks; 

4.5. System Improvements 
The most unavailable component being the T.P.A., to improve the system 
the adjonction of a pump (turbine or moto-pump) in parallel stand-by was 
studied. The Markov method was used to deal with the stand-by component 
and as explained in 2.3. we have an index for pump sub-system. The 
logarithmic indices with 90 % confidence interval computed using FRADAR 
data are represented in fig.4.As expected the index for all components 
except the pump system are translated. The pump system remain the second 
most unavailable system but as shown in part 2 and 3 of table 1 the 
system unavailability has decreased by a factor of.4 in the motor driven 
pump case and 8 in the tu*-bo-pump case. 

/ 
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5 - CONCLUSION -
In this v/ork we show that the DISCO method, by using v/ell known reliabi
lity techniques and data from operating experience is a powerful tool to 
study unavailability and system improvements. By computing a critical 
item list of components ranked by absolute or relative indices, with 
confidence interval, this method is very interesting for comparing 
various design, for showing the components to improve and for other 
applications. 
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Turbo-
pumps 

* 

reliability 
R.D.E. 
FRADAR 

Deterministic 
value 

Probabilistic value 

2 
Turbo-
pumps 

* 

reliability 
R.D.E. 
FRADAR 

Deterministic 
value Lower limit 

5 X 
ftodian Upper limit 

.95 X 

2 
Turbo-
pumps 

* 

reliability 
R.D.E. 
FRADAR 

4.13 10" 2 

7.55 10~ 3 

3.93 10' 2 

2.65 10~ 2 

3.46 10" 3 

2.58 10" 2 

4.37 10' 2 

8.26 10" 3 

4.12 10" 2 

7.59 10" 2 

2.22 10' 2 

6.49 10" 2 . 

2 
Turbo-pumps 

+ 
Iraotor-drlven 
.; pump 

reliability 
R.D.E. 
FRAOAR 

1.66 10~ 2 

3.28 10" 3 

2.22 10~ 2 

8.74 10" 3 

1.87 10" 3 

1.39 10" 2 

1.85 10" 2 

3.80 10" 3 

2.30 10" 2 

3.89 10" 2 

8.69 10" 3 

4.10 10" 2 

3 
Turbo-
pumps 

reliability 
R.D.E. 
FRAOAR 

1.20 10~ 2 

2.30 10~ 3 

1.85 10" 2 

6.93 10" 2 

1.39 10" 3 

1.18 10" 2 

'• 1.40 10" 2 

2.74 10" 3 

1'.91 10" 2 

2.74 10" 2 

6.14 10" 3 

3.23 10" 2 

TABLE 1 - SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY 
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Component 

TPA turbine failure 

TPA pump gland failure 
Reheater pipe leakage 2 

Nbr 

LP circuit oil leakage 
TPA puiap bearing block 

LP puap failure 

HP pipe break 

SG control valve 
mechanical failure 

HP circuit failure 

TPA stop other cause 

SG' control valve 
control failure 
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FIG. 4 

FAMILY 
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Purap subsystem 

SG control valve control 
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CRITICAL ITEM REPRESENTATION 
WITH CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 
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